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Frequency of seeing characteristics of the short wavelength sensitive visual pathway in clinically normal subjects and diabetic patients with focal sensitivity loss

E D Gilmore, C Hudson, R K Nrusimhadevara, P T Harvey

Aims: To define the frequency of seeing (FOS) characteristics of the short wavelength (SW) sensitive visual pathway in clinically normal subjects and in diabetic patients with focal SW sensitivity loss.

Methods: For clinically normal subjects, FOS was assessed at two retinal locations (4.24° and 9.90° eccentricity) for both white on white (WW) and SW stimulus parameters. Interexamination variability was quantified for the clinically normal subjects only. For patients with diabetes, FOS was assessed inside an area of focal SW sensitivity loss, and at the same eccentricity in the quadrant diametrically opposite, using SW stimulus parameters only.

Results: For clinically normal subjects, the group mean SW FOS slope was significantly flatter (p < 0.0001) than that of WW at both locations. The coefficient of repeatability for SW FOS slope was ±41.55 dB\(^{-1}\) (relative to a group mean sensitivity of 23.98 dB\(^{-1}\)) and ±19.98 dB\(^{-1}\) (group mean sensitivity 16.15 dB\(^{-1}\)) for 4.24° and 9.90°, respectively. For the patients with diabetes, the group mean SW FOS slope was significantly flatter (p = 0.020), and group mean SW threshold significantly higher (p = 0.007) in the area of focal SW sensitivity loss than in that of the non-focal sensitivity loss.

Conclusions: The results of this study suggest that the clinical utility of SW automated perimetry will be limited by a greater amount of measurement variability, as indicated by a flatter FOS slope, compared to conventional automated perimetry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample

Sixteen clinically normal subjects (10 males) and 10 patients with diabetes (six males) participated in the study. The study was approved by the research ethics board of the University Health Network, Toronto, Canada. Written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers.

Clinically normal group

The average age of the sample was 26 years (SD 8 years, 20–47 years). Ten right eyes and six left eyes were chosen at random. Inclusion criteria consisted of a logMAR visual acuity of 0.00, or better, a normal fundus appearance (stereomicroscopy using dilated pupils), and normal visual fields (assessed by a minimum of one perimetry examination using Humphrey field analyser (HFA) II program 24-2). Exclusion criteria comprised (i) a distance refractive error of >±6.00 DS or ±1.50 DC, (ii) family history of glaucoma, (iii) a Goldmann IOP ≥22 mm Hg (iv) central nervous system (CNS) disorders or psychiatric illness, (v) systemic medication with known CNS effects, and (vi) significant lenticular opacities (graded by the LenSx Opacifaction Classification System III—that is, NO>1, NC>1, P>1, C>1).

Patients with diabetes

The average age of the sample was 55 years (SD 9 years, 38–66 years). Five right eyes and five left eyes were used. Inclusion criteria consisted of a logMAR visual acuity of 0.50, or better, clinically evident focal diabetic macular oedema.

Abbreviations: COR, coefficient of repeatability; FOS, frequency of seeing; SF, short term fluctuation; SW, short wavelength; SWAP, short wavelength automated perimetry; VA, visual acuity; WW, white on white
along the 135°, 225°, and 315° meridians. Suprathreshold stimuli were presented at 5.66° (polar coordinates 4°, 4°) and 9.90° (polar coordinates 7°, 7°) along the 45° meridian. Suprathreshold stimuli were presented at 5.66° (polar coordinates 4°, 4°) along the 135°, 225°, and 315° meridians.

(DMO), and repeatable sensitivity loss (that is, ≥5 contiguous stimulus locations of significantly reduced sensitivity as assessed by SWAP and horizontal hemifield asymmetry analysis) on each of two separate occasions. Exclusion criteria were the same as those imposed for the clinically normal group, apart from LOCS III criteria.

Visits
All volunteers attended for two visits. Only the results from the second visit were analysed, thereby minimising learning effects for both perimetric paradigms.27 Visit 1 was used to undertake refraction, visual acuity (VA) and fundus examination and to perimetrically train volunteers (using WW and SW program 10-2). For the clinically normal group, visit 2 comprised two sessions of four FOS runs each (one before and one after lunch). The order of stimulus condition was randomised between subjects and retained for the post-lunch session. At visit 2, nine clinically normal subjects underwent WW stimulus parameters first. For the patients with diabetes, visit 2 comprised program 10-2 SWAP followed by two FOS test runs using SW stimulus parameters only. Volunteers were given rests every 5 minutes to minimise fatigue.20 The same FOS program was used for both clinically normal subjects and patients with diabetes.

Procedures
A HFA II model 740 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, USA) and custom FOS software were utilised. The patient’s correction was adjusted for a viewing distance of 30 cm. For the WW stimulus parameters, a 10 cd/m² background luminance and a Goldmann III (0.431° subcense) white stimulus were utilised. For the SW stimulus parameters, a high intensity yellow background (100 cd/m²) in conjunction with a Goldmann V (1.724° subcense) blue stimulus were utilised.27 Maximum stimulus intensity (that is, 0 dB) was 10000 apostibs and 65 apostibs for WW and SW stimulus parameters, respectively. Stimulus duration was 200 ms. Fixation was assessed using the corneal reflex monitor and the Heijl-Krakau technique.

Frequency of seeing (FOS)
When performance is expressed as probability, psychometric functions are ogive, or S-shaped, in form. Volunteers were given 5 minutes to adapt to the background luminance before starting each FOS determination. For the clinically normal group, sensitivity was assessed at the fovea and five other retinal locations (at 5.66° eccentricity along the 135°, 225°, and 315° meridians, and at 4.24° and 9.90° along the 45° meridian) using an initial 4 dB crossing of threshold and then a 2 dB reversal. FOS functions were assessed at the 4.24° and 9.90° locations (one per location) along the 45° meridian at each session (fig 1). For the patients with diabetes, sensitivity was assessed for a location inside an area of focal SW sensitivity loss and at the same eccentricity in the quadrant diametrically opposite and at two other locations (one in each of the two remaining quadrants). A hemifield asymmetry analysis using SWAP program 10-2 identified localised areas of focal SW sensitivity loss.28 The hemifield asymmetry analysis compared individual asymmetry across the midline to asymmetry values of a database of normal values.

For FOS testing, stimuli were presented randomly at preset sensitivity levels (selected by the operator) above and below the estimated threshold. The FOS functions were determined using eight sensitivity levels (two separate FOS test runs comprising four sensitivity levels each). Ten presentations were made at each sensitivity level. Sensitivity levels were selected for the first FOS run at ±1 dB and ±3 dB relative to the estimated threshold. The sensitivity levels for the second FOS run were then empirically chosen based upon the results of the first run. Volunteers who exhibited more than 25% false positive/negative responses or fixation losses were excluded from the analysis. Suprathreshold stimuli were randomly presented in order to introduce spatial uncertainty with the aim of maintaining global attention of the subject. No subjects were excluded because of excessive false positive/negative or fixation losses.

FOS function fitting
The FOS data were fitted using the following function:

\[
P(I) = 1 - \left[0.5(1/(\alpha I))^\alpha\right]
\]

where, \(P(I)\) is the probability of stimulus detection, \(S\) is sensitivity (dB), and \(\alpha\) is a point on the x-axis (that is, sensitivity) that corresponds to a certain performance level.29 For this study, \(\alpha\) was taken at 0.5 or 50% FOS. \(\beta\) is the slope of the central portion of the function. Statistica (Statsoft, Inc) was used to produce a least squares fit of the function. Sensitivity was compared within a given stimulus parameter (since comparison of sensitivity between WW and SW parameters is invalid owing to differing dynamic ranges). Sensitivity was taken at 50% FOS.

Statistical analysis
For the clinically normal group, slope and \(r\) value (that is, goodness of fit) of the FOS functions were compared between the different stimulus parameters (WW/SW). Sensitivity (that is, 50% FOS) was also included in the analysis to determine significant interactions with FOS slope and to monitor systematic change in sensitivity across the two sessions (that is, fatigue). A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was undertaken on the data with slope and sensitivity as dependent variables and stimulus condition, eccentricity, and session as the within subject factors (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). For the diabetic patient group, slope and sensitivity were compared between locations for SW stimulus parameters using Student’s \(t\) test (two tailed).

Intersession variability was quantified using the coefficient of repeatability (COR)30 for the clinically normal group using visit 2 session 1, and session 2 data—that is, 1.96 × SD of the differences across sessions.
Figure 2  Individual FOS functions using WW stimulus parameters for clinically normal subjects (A, B; session 1. C, D; session 2. A, C; 4.24° eccentricity. B, D; 9.90° eccentricity).

Figure 3  Individual FOS functions using SW stimulus parameters for clinically normal subjects (A, B; session 1. C, D; session 2. A, C; 4.24° eccentricity. B, D; 9.90° eccentricity).
RESULTS

Clinically normal group
FOS functions of each clinically normal individual are shown for WW and SW stimulus parameters in figures 2 and 3, respectively. Test times to complete each session were not significantly different between sessions or parameters.

Group mean slope
Group mean FOS slope data are shown in table 1. The SW slopes were found to be significantly flatter than those attained using WW parameters ($p<0.0001$) and the slopes for both stimulus conditions were significantly flatter at 9.90° than at 4.24° ($p=0.0198$) (figs 2 and 3). The interaction of slope, stimulus parameter and eccentricity was not significant.

Group mean sensitivity
Group mean FOS sensitivity data are shown in table 1. Sensitivity was significantly higher at 4.24° than at 9.90° ($p=0.0001$). Sensitivity was not significantly different across sessions.

Group mean $r$ values
Group mean $r$ value data are shown in table 2. Values for $r$ were consistently lower using SW stimulus parameters and at the more eccentric stimulus location.

Repeatability of FOS determination
Intersession variability was quantified using the COR (table 3). The COR was calculated for the clinically normal group using the session 1 and session 2 data gathered at visit 2.

Patients with diabetes
Figure 4 shows typical FOS functions for a location within, and distant from, an area of focal sensitivity loss for a patient with diabetes.

Group mean slope
The group mean SW slope values for the diabetic patients are shown in table 4. The SW slopes derived from the focal sensitivity loss location were found to be significantly flatter than those from the non-focal sensitivity loss location ($p=0.020$).

Group mean $r$ values
Using SW stimulus parameters, the group mean $r$ value at the non-focal sensitivity loss location was 0.964 (SD 0.04). At the focal sensitivity loss location, the group mean $r$ value was 0.925 (SD 0.06). Values for $r$ were consistently lower at the focal sensitivity loss location.

Figure 5 illustrates the relation between WW sensitivity (50% FOS) and SW FOS slope for the clinically normal subjects and patients with diabetes. It clearly shows a curvilinear relation between sensitivity and slope, with FOS slope becoming flatter in locations of lower sensitivity.

DISCUSSION

For the clinically normal group, the group mean slope of the FOS function using WW stimulus parameters was significantly flatter than that of WW ($p<0.0001$). For the patients with diabetes, SW FOS slope was flatter in locations of focal sensitivity loss compared to the non-focal sensitivity loss locations ($p=0.007$) (fig 5).

It has been established that SWAP exhibits greater SF than that of WW perimetry, however, these studies have been based upon double determinations of staircase estimations of threshold. This study found FOS slope in clinically normal subjects to be approximately 38% and 53% flatter for SW than WW perimetry at 4.24° and 9.90°, respectively. Previous studies have tended to underestimate the magnitude of threshold variability for SWAP. This underestimation may be attributed to the staircase estimation of threshold that in turn is used to estimate SF.

For the clinically normal group, the group mean COR for sensitivity was found to be greater for the more eccentric locations and for SW perimetry, indicating greater variability. The magnitude of COR for slope was found to be higher than group mean slope for SW perimetry—that is, the magnitude of variation of the measurement was found to be higher than magnitude of the measurement itself. The absolute sensitivity value was lower for SW automated perimetry parameters. For WW, the magnitude of the COR for slope was found to be lower than the group mean slope.

For WW perimetry, decrease in sensitivity is accompanied by a flattening of the slope of the FOS function and

---

### Table 1

Mean sensitivity and FOS slope for WW and SW stimulus parameters at 4.24° and 9.90° eccentricity for clinically normal subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WW 4.24°</th>
<th>WW 9.90°</th>
<th>SW 4.24°</th>
<th>SW 9.90°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity [dB]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>32.17</td>
<td>31.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope [dB⁻¹]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>34.19</td>
<td>31.68</td>
<td>29.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>13.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Mean $r$ value for WW and SW stimulus parameters at 4.24° and 9.90° eccentricity for clinically normal subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WW 4.24°</th>
<th>WW 9.90°</th>
<th>SW 4.24°</th>
<th>SW 9.90°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$ Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
glaucomatous patients show enhanced variability when compared to clinically normal subjects. For the clinically normal group, the FOS slopes for both stimulus conditions were significantly flatter at 9.90°, while sensitivity was significantly higher at 4.24°. For the patients with diabetes, the results demonstrated that the slope of the SW FOS function was significantly flatter in locations within focal sensitivity loss. Consideration of all the SW data in terms of a plot of sensitivity versus FOS slope clearly showed a curvilinear relation, with slope becoming flatter in locations of lower sensitivity.

In summary, the results of this study confirm that the clinical utility of SWAP will be limited by an increased magnitude of threshold variability compared to that of WW automated perimetry. Despite evidence that SWAP improves the detection of early visual field loss, its utility as a routine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>COR of sensitivity and FOS slope (relative to group mean) for WW and SW stimulus parameters at 4.24° and 9.90° eccentricity for clinically normal subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WW 4.24°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (dB)</td>
<td>4.24°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>± 2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>34.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope (dB⁻¹)</td>
<td>± 30.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>36.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clinical tool needs to be treated with caution as a result of exaggerated threshold variability.
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